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oil price rise, they rose to $2 billion. By 1980, after the

second oil shock, Libyan oil revenues totaled $23 billion,

falling to $10 billion in 1984, and to an estimated $7 billion
in 1985.

Although Libyan oil revenues have declined since 1980

as a result of the latest ratchet-step in the world depression,

Libya heading for
economic breakdown

Qaddafi and his revolutionary councils have had a very large

available surplus of cash to finance enormous
billion dinars (0.27 dinars

When the radical pan-Arabist Hibadite (Yemeni tribe) Col.

Muammar Qaddafi deposed King Idriss in a colonels' putsch
in 1969, he inherited the vast petroleum wealth of an other

wise barren land. While in 1962,Libya's oil revenues were
a mere $38 million, by the end of 1974,

armaments

expenditures. Libya's national budget was estimated at 2.1

after the first major

=

$1) in 1984 and 1.7 billion

dinars in 1985. The regime spent $3.175 billion on

arms

imports in 1980 and has not slackened the pace of arms

investments since then.
These expenditures do not take into account the "invest
ments" of the Libyan regime into international 'ferrorism,·
"friendly" regimes, and "liberation movements," nor thek

No one could better underline the fundamental issue

at stake in a crisis which threatens the national sovereignty

of the most Westem nation of the Middle East and North

Africa. Indeed, as Tunisians rightly stress, Tunisia is the

Civilized forces vs.

only country in the entire region, to have had a democratic

system ever since independence and to have never been

forces of barbarism

threatened by a military putsch. Granted, a choice was

"Beyond the immediate appearances, the real problem of

the crisis between Tunisia and Libya, is the issue of a

choice of society, a battle of civilization:" So began our

one-hour long meeting with Mr. Mahmoud Messaadi,

chairman of the Tunisian National Asseplbly who, in con

stitutional terms, comes third after President Habib Bour

guiba and Prime Minister Mohammed Mzali.

Now in his early 70s, Mahmoud Messaadi is � long

time associate of Bourguiba since the very early days

of

the struggle for independence, when he rallied the main

which would be out of proportion to its 7-8 million inhab

itants. This was not out of fear of a military threat, but to
concentrate the maximum of its meager economic re

sources on internal economic development. However, the
decades of democracy have had much to do with the per

sonalities of Tunisia's leaders, as well as the cultural en
vironment they have created.

Augustine and Ibn Khaldhoun

As Mahmoud Messaadi told us: "We have made our

trade unions to the leadership of the Neo-Destour party.

choice. Tunisia has had many civilizations," from Car

dence, and in his earlier days, he was the teacher of many

finally Islamic civilization. Tunisia has also had many

He has held ministerial posts several times since indepen

who are now today's politicians. He taught for years at the

famous Sadiki college, established in the 1880s by the·

Bey of Tunis as a Western-oriented school, and staffed

thage, the colony of Phoenicia, to Rome, By�antium, and
leading thinkers. such as the 15th century Ibn Khaldoun.

But, Ifunisians

are also proud of one very early thinker of

with French and Italian collaborators of the French Ecole

theirS: Saint Augustine. The cUrrent minister of education
is a scholar of Saint Augustine. '

establishment, the Zitouna. Most, if not all, of Tunisia's·

in science and technology," the chairman of the parlia

Sadiki. Mahmoud Messaadi is also an accomplished writ-'

portapce of the values and principles he had learned from

been using deftly since he became chairman of the parlia

cretized the theme when, weeks after the declaration of

Polytechnique, as a rival to the more traditional religious

leaders of Habib Bourguiba' s generation were educated at

er and philosopher and is known for his wit, which he has

ment in 1981.
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made from the beginning not to develop an armed forces
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"We belong to Western civilization, based on progress

ment said, adding that Tunisia could never deny the im

the West during colonial times. Bourguiba himself con

independence, he told the TuQisians that the fight with the
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raising and funding of mercenary armi�s tl).roughout the Sah

even though the·Libyan regime was and is increasingly faced

el region.The staggering nature of the eXpq1diture is made

by explosive economic and political problems.Since 1980,
Libya's foreign exchange reserves more than halved.

vivid when compared to Tunisia's arms bill: $77 million in
1974, $235 million in 1982, $250 million in 1984 (in constant

Given that neither military expenditures nor foreign sub

1980 dollars).Since the mid-1970s, the Soviet Union has, of

versive commitments diminished in the intervening period,

gime, occupying over 80% of Libya's arms market, with

very harsh and irrational austerity program imposed on its

course, been the major supplier of arms to the Qaddafi re

the regime has compen�ated for its loss of revenue through a

Italy, France, and West Germany holding the rest.

population and on the community of foreign workers in Lib
ya.In 1982 the regime instituted new regulations which al

During the middle and late 1970s, Qaddafi and what he

called then his "popular committees" utilized the country's

located a large proportion of employees' salaries to special

large foreign exchange reserves for large scale committments

funds and to the armed forces.Soon afterwards, the regime

into international terrorism (for example, harboring the "Car

announced major c.urbs in imports, including food imports,

los" organization, and financing the radical Palestinian PFLP

although Libya is largely dependent upon the latter to feed

and PdFLP) and financing of subversive operations, military

its own population.

erations did not abate, but rather increased in the early 1980s,

these measures, the regime has forbidden the use 5lf musical

To brutalize the popUlation into passive acceptance of

or covert, into neighboring countries.The pace of these op

,

colonial power was over and the time of cooperation had

now arrived. No other country which has Islam as the
dominant religion, has made such a radical choice.

Islam is not the State religion of Tunisia.Bourguiba

made a point, shortly after independence, of stressing that
Islamic cijstoms such as Ramadan (fast) are to be based
on private beliefs.Christianity and Judaism have similar
freedoms,. with large churches and an imposing syn

agogue in the middle of the capital.Such religious toler
ance was in recent months a target of Muammar Qaddafi,

who created his "Radio of Holy Hatred" in which he called

on Muslims to massacre Jews.This did more to provoke

anti-Qaddafi outrage than anything else, even though a
few Islamic fanatics were prepared to follow Libya's or

ders.In the same vein, and indicative of the level of moral

EIR correspondents Thierry Lalevee and Philip Golub, at left,
meeting Mahmoud Messaadi, the chairman of the Parliament
of Tunisia. This photo appeared in Tunis's Al Amal newspaper.

development of Tunisian society, was Bourguiba's very
early decision on an independent status for Tunisian wom

en, who are well represented in the country's leadership.
Mahmoud Messaadi stressed the fundamental, quali

tative difference between Tunisia and Libya: Tunisia is a
nation-state based on democratic and republican institu

tions.A few months after independence, Habib Bourgui

J

told the Libyans.You have no parliament....Send me
the address of the people...." Such a system, he contin

ued, rejects all the principles on which nations' are built.

ba made an offer to the ruling monarch: quietly resign and

"It is outside the logic of nationalism."

the monarch agreed to step down, and since then his nu

asserting that for this very reason, "Tunisia cannot com

welcome a Tunisian republic, or be overthrown.Wisely,

While talking more on Tunisia's culture, he went on

merous family members have been integrated within the

promise" with Libya and a leader who "threatens to cut

Contrasting the Libya of Qaddafi, Messaadi cited an

cannot change them, but we know how to defend our

republic.

off the hands of whoever met with Reagan." "Maybe we

example where he had been offered the chance to chair a

selves," Messaadi continued, as he elaborated on the mea

joint session of the Tunisian and Libyan parliaments.
However, as he. pointed out, Libya has no parliament, but

only local people's congresses."How could we meet, I
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sures announced the previous day by the prime minister,

concluding that th�se very Western values were the ones

for which the Tunisian people as a whole would fight.
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